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Park for the Course

We slowly truck in on a quaint, COMPACT CARNIVAL, complete with FRONT
GATE AND FERRIS WHEEL, resounding with joy and festivities as the SUN
SETS behind the main tent.

CUT CLOSER to the front gate as GRANNY, PENCILMISS, AND LIL’
PENCILMISS WALK OUT: Granny eating a STICK OF COTTON CANDY, Pmiss
wearing a WACKY HAT, and Lil carrying a GIANT, STUFFED PLUSH ANIMAL.
We follow along as they laugh and reminisce, SCROLLING OUT the Gate,
then SCROLLING IN their HATCHBACK CAR a distance away.

Pmiss cheerfully sighs as she pulls out her keys, clicks the button,
unlocking the car. She opens the driver door, tosses in her hat. She
opens the rear door behind it for Lil to enter. Lil stops in front of
the door, holds up her Plush animal. Pmiss chuckles, shakes her head.
Pmiss takes the Plush and tries to put it into the car… but it’s too
wide and gets jammed. Pmiss reacts, then pushes again, to no avail.
She pushes harder, then shoves up against it. Still nothing. No
longer amused, Pmiss takes the Plush out, rotates it, then slides it
into the door sideways, until reaching the furthest seat. Lil hops
into her seat as Pmiss wipes sweat from her brow. Pmiss buckles Lil’s
seatbelt on, then heads for Granny in front of the car. “Wait!” Lil
exclaims. Pmiss turns around to look. Lil points to her Plush with a
frown.

CLOSE UP of a seatbelt buckling over the Plush’s stomach.

CUT BACK OUT as Pmiss straightens up out of the car. She holds out
her hands, sarcastically presenting her work, much to Lil’s delight.

Pmiss guides Granny around to the front passenger side, gets her
seated. Granny takes a final bite from her cotton candy, notices
there’s nothing left. As Pmiss makes her way around the front of the
car, Granny calls out, “Yoohoo!” Pmiss looks over. Granny holds up
the naked stick out the window, over the roof of the car. Pmiss rubs
her eyes, hustles over and takes the stick.

We follow along, SCROLLING OUT the car, as Pmiss comes upon a TRASH
CAN. She tosses in the stick, then hurries back, SCROLLING the CAR
back in… but --
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Pmiss gasps at the sight of the back seat, now only occupied by the
Plush! She whips her head around to find Lil, until she notices:

ZIP PAN to the FRONT GATE. There is LIL, enjoying a FEW CLOWNS
juggling for her, just outside the opening. PMISS ZIPS IN, rushes to
Lil, and guides her away. Pmiss gives the Clowns a polite wave as she
and Lil EXIT. The Clowns stare for a beat. A Clown weakly waves back.
Just then, GRANNY ENTERS, just missing the other two. She looks
forward, exclaims excitedly, “Oh!” PMISS POPS BACK IN, raising an
eyebrow as Granny hobbles forward, pointing to the TICKET BOOTH and
motioning Pmiss to join in on the fun! Pmiss rolls her eyes. She
lowers her fingers over Granny’s head, lifts her up. She swivels
Granny in the opposite direction, then lowers. Granny obliviously
continues forward, now heading back towards the car, as we follow
along with her and Pmiss --

The FRONT HALF OF THE CAR SCROLLS IN as Pmiss gets Granny back into
her seat. Pmiss points down for Granny to stay put, then makes her
way around to open her own door.

CLOSE UP of Pmiss next to the car. In the distance, we can see the
CARNIVAL as the FERRIS WHEEL rotates, bringing up a car holding LIL
AND HER PLUSH. Lil looks to Pmiss, waves hello. Pmiss perks up, turns
around. She gasps, then ZIPS AWAY!

CUT TO: We SCROLL PAST BOOTHS inside the carnival, then PMISS ENTERS
with LIL tucked under her arm. As Pmiss tromps forward, a VENDOR
SCROLLS into the foreground, selling GRANNY another stick of COTTON
CANDY. Pmiss double-takes.

CUT TO: CAR. PMISS STOMPS IN with both LIL and GRANNY tucked under
each arm, Granny holding her cotton candy. She gets Granny to her
seat, then hustles around to seat Lil. “Wait!” Lil exclaims as she
points over Pmiss. Pmiss turns to look:

OVER THE SHOULDER: Pmiss sees Lil’s PLUSH is still riding the FERRIS
WHEEL! Pmiss throws her head back, groans heavily. She RUSHES AWAY,
then REAPPEARS as her small frame hops onto a ferris wheel car from
behind the gate, then continues hopping up to the top, stretching out
to reach the Plush…

CUT TO: EMPTY CAR. PMISS ENTERS with the PLUSH, exhausted, HAIR
FRIZZLED. She notices the car, her walk gradually slowing to a halt.
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Her jaw drops. Just then, GRANNY AND LIL ENTER, riding a BUMPER CAR,
hooting and cheering. Pmiss slouches, sulks heavily. Without changing
pose or expression, she reaches out, grabs Granny and Lil from the
bumper car as it passes by and continues O.S. until… CRASH! Pmiss
lowers Granny and Lil onto the ground. Granny and Lil look to Pmiss,
pondering how to reply --

HONKA-HONKA! We SCROLL OUT LIL as a TINY CLOWN CAR PULLS UP from
behind the car and parks in the foreground. The CLOWNS from the Gate
ENTER and line up at the small car. They unrealistically PILE in
one-by-one. Granny exclaims excitedly, “Oh!” She hobbles away to
enjoy the Clowns as Pmiss flinches, clenches her teeth, pulls on her
hair. Then, she notices:

We slowly pull away, where LIL is now sitting in front of a
CARICATURE ARTIST, drawing her likeness on an EASEL. Pmiss twitches,
grunts, stammers, as we continue pulling away, revealing MORE AND
MORE CARNIES surrounding the car: PETTING ZOO ANIMALS, BALLOON
ENTHUSIASTS, ETC. Pmiss stretches out her hair as she goes from a
LONG GROWL to --

CUT BACK IN as Pmiss ROARS with rage! She rushes to the back of the
car, POPS OPEN the HATCHBACK. She grabs the Caricature Artist’s
easel, tosses it into the car. Then, she grabs the Artist and tosses
him in! She grabs the Mini Clown Car, tosses it in. She grabs clumps
and clumps of everyone else, rapidly stuffing everyone into the car!

WIDE SHOT: We see the COMPACT CARNIVAL and the OVERSTUFFED CAR. Pmiss
huffs from the car to the Carnival, picks up the entire property! She
rushes back to the car, stuff the whole thing into the back!

CUT BACK IN to Pmiss heaving heavily, crazed, as Granny and Lil stare
in concern. Pmiss lifts his hand, whips it down to point to the car.
Granny and Lil quietly comply, getting into their seats and buckling
up without complaint. Pmiss marches back to the driver seat without a
word. She climbs in. Finally, she sighs to calm herself.

She starts the car, drives forward as the severely SWOLLEN car
putters O.S., leaving Lil’s PLUSH abandoned on the ground,
“PENCILMATION” APPEARING over it…

“Wait!” Lil exclaims from O.S. We hear the car SLAM ITS BRAKES!
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